Known as Japan's premier “poet of place,” Kawase Hasui is one of the most popular landscape artists of the twentieth century. This richly illustrated catalogue spans Kawase Hasui’s most imaginative period—the years from 1918 to the Great Earthquake of 1923. An important contributor to the early shin-hanga (new print) movement, Hasui crafted distinctive landscapes that also recall artistic traditions ranging from ukiyo-e and French Japonisme to Post-Impressionist painting.

READERSHIP: Scholars, curators, collectors, art dealers and anyone with a special interest in Kawase Hasui and modern Japanese prints in general.

Water and Shadow is based on the unparalleled collection donated to the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts by René and Carolyn Balcer. These selections exemplify the creativity of Hasui’s early work and reveal the dynamic interplay between his prints, graphic design, and rare but spectacular paintings. Five essays by leading scholars in North America and Japan explore Hasui’s methods, art historical relationships, and themes as well as some socioeconomic aspects of the print business.

Order Form

Please send me the following title:

Water and Shadow: Kawase Hasui and Japanese Landscape Prints

Edited by Kendall H. Brown.
With essays by Kendall H. Brown, James King, Koyama Shūko, Shimizu Hisao, and Miya Elise Mizuta

- November 2014
- ISBN 978 90 04 28465 4
- Paperback (232 pp., 200 illustrations)
- List price EUR 49.- / US$ 63.-

25% Discount Action Code: 51000
Valid till 31.12.2015 on orders placed directly with Brill by attendees of the event where this flyer was distributed.
No additional discounts apply.
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Please send this form to Turpin Distribution for customers outside the Americas (address on the right) or to Books International for customers in the Americas (address on the right).

Subscribe to Brill’s Email Newsletters and stay fully informed on new and forthcoming titles, news and special offers! Visit our website brill.com and subscribe to the Email Newsletters of your choice.